CLTRussells Pet Puppy Application
Revised September 25, 2022
Name: ________________________________________ Location:______________________________
1. Are you prepared to place a non-refundable deposit for one of our babies?
It will not be refunded in the event of your family changes their mind, your living situation has changed, doesn’t like the puppies that are
available, or found one from a different breeder. A deposit can be held for a future litter within 2 years of receipt of the deposit.

__________________________________________________________________________________
2. Did you read through our pet adoption contract? ( Can be found on our website or request via eMail)
It is very important that you read and understand what you are signing. ____________________________________
3. Russell’s are keen ground hunters and naturally love to dig to find vermin and rodents.
Do you have a secured and fenced yard? ____________________________________
4. You have 72 hours after pick up to have your puppy examined by a licensed vet to confirm that you received a healthy puppy. It is
recommended due to COVID-19 to make the appointment once puppies are born and a delivery date has been chosen.
Are you prepared to make your baby’s first wellness checkup within 72hours of arrival? ________________
5. There is no guarantee on coat color, type, height, structure, conformation, or temperament no matter what is assumed by either breeder or
anyone else. Many factors including environmental, nutritional, and genetics have an effect on these outcomes. . With that said, your family’s
deposit is an agreement to accept that your puppy of choice may change from what it appears to be at the time of selection.
We strive to improve structure and type with each litter and sometimes with the breed still being new, some puppies may
grow taller then expected or ear setting may change. Will this be acceptable with you and your family?_______________
6. There is NO guarantee on coat type! I cannot ever seem to make this clear enough to families. The only time a coat can be confirmed at
birth is when both parents are smooth coats which will result in every puppy being a smooth coat. With that said, your family’s deposit is an
agreement to accept that your puppy of choice may change from what it appears to be at the time of selection.
We want to help everyone get their desired coat type, do you accept that the coat type is not guaranteed and may change
to a different type? __________________________________
7. You are inquiring about a Pet Puppy, Which means that this puppy is not to be bred to produce any future litters. Your puppy will come
with Limited registration with AKC, but don’t worry, you can still participate in performance events like barn hunt, agility, dock diving, rally,
lure coursing, and more. If you are looking for a puppy with breeding rights, eMail me directly at CLTRussells@gMail.com.

Do you agree to not breed your puppy and to have them fixed before 1 year of age? ___________________________
8. Due to the rapid increase in gas prices, we will be charging $2 a mile for any meet-up outside of 50 miles from our city,
Apple Valley, CA 92307. How do you plan to pick up your new family addition? ___________________________
9. Why are you interested in adding a (Short Jack) Russell Terrier to your family?
Please be aware that Russell’s are noted for courage, being very active, and fearless, which may not be for everyone.

___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for taking the time to fill this application out and your interest in my breeding program which I have spent
14+ years refining to what it is today. If you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate to ask.

Chrystal Rackley
Apple Valley, California
www.CLTRussells.com
ALL PAYMENTS ARE TO BE CASH, ZELLE, OR MONEY ORDER
NO CHECKS, CASHAPP, VENMO, OR PAYPAL WILL BE ACCEPTED

